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EDITORS RAMBLINGS Geoff Davies
It has been suggested that all articles should have the name
of who wrote or compiled them. This is not always
possible. I pick many items etc. from the Internet, which
rarely have this information. Material from old magazine is
the same. The Blue and Green ‘Un’ quite often had pen
names which, I believe, were occasionally used by different members of
staff.
Things are beginning to look up. The majority of us have had their jabs and
starting to relax. I’ve been out for a few rides,some solo and some with
friends. The rule of six is being kept to, but hopefully that is going to
change.
I’ve dragged one of my favourites
out of semi retirement. Twenty one
months without turning a wheel
and it started first kick. A 1953
Matchless G80 CS. Left the factory
as a trials machine but now
increased in capacity and housing
the scrambler cams. Lightweight
with lots of poke. Low gearing, so needs retarding when doing a U turn in a
narrow lane, to prevent a wheelie over the hedge.
I am still waiting for your pictures, showing your favourite bike, and why
you like it. You could also tell us what your worst bike was. Mine was an ex
WD 16H Norton. One previous owner, the War Department, but they let too
many people ride it across many battlefields, so I can’t blame Norton for it’s
problems. Most awful ride was on a 400 cc Yamaha. It kept going onto one
cylinder, then when I gave it more throttle to make progress, the second
cylinder would kick in and point the front wheel to the sky. Goodbye
Yamaha.
This cartoon was in the March issue.
I asked for a suitable caption, I was expecting a
few unprintable ones, but was quite surprised, only
one was received.
Ken Mellor suggested, “How about this for a
caption to the cartoon on page 28. All the frills of
motorcycling. "
It appears that you are all quite respectable people
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NEW MEMBERS
The following have recently joined us. We welcome them and look forward to
seeing them at some of our future functions and events.

P2415 Graham Wilson from Leeds. Owned his first bike in 1962 riding
off-road. Started riding on road on 16th Birthday and have owned and
ridden ever since on a regular basis. Competed in various disciplines, offroad including trials, sprints, hill-climbs, and enduro , but mainly trials
from late 60's up until last year. Still attend and organise events. Present
clubs:- Horsforth & DMC, VMCC and AJS & Matchless Owners Club.
P2416 David Ottley from Hants. First bike was a James Captain. Started
riding in 1959. Joined Portsmouth Motorcycle Racing Club. Rode in
Grass Track events 1974 -1978, then started touring until 2002, solo and
sidecar with his late wife. Travelled through Europe, Australia and the
USA. Now rides a BMW 600cc scooter. Member of the VMCC.
P2417 Peter Peschken from Germany. We are awaiting further details
for Peter
P2418 Victoria Young from Somerset (known as Vic), started building
'Choppers' and custom painting in 1969. Won the International Custom
Car and Bike Show,
Top Bike award in
1973 at Crystal
Palace with a
customised 1958
Triumph TR6 with a
write up in Motor
Cycle Mechanics
1973 May edition.
Now has a
customised 1957
Triumph Bonneville
in the lounge!
Currently rides a new
Trike. Her
grandfather 'Teddie'
Young was President
of the APMC in
1931-1932.
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REGIS TER TO BID | CONSIGN TODAY

Staf f or d | 2 - 4 J ul y 2021

Staf f or d | 9 &10 Oct ober 2021

Three-Day Auction | Register to Bid
Online Catalogue: bonhams.com/summersale

Entries Invited | Consign Today
Lot Preview: bonhams.com/autumnsale

COMP LIMENTARY
AUCTION AP P RAISAL
Contact the Bicester of fi ce or visit
b o nha m s .c o m /m o to rc yc le s to
submit a complimentary auction
appraisal request.

REGIS TER TO BID
For the highly anticipated Summer Sale
including the Ken Senior Collection.
bids@bonhams.com
+44 (0) 20 7447 7447
b onha ms .c om/re gis te r

ENQUIRIES
Bicester of fi ce
+44 (0) 20 8963 2817
ukmotorcycles@bonhams.com
b onha ms .c om/motorc yc le s
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Dear Geoff
Following on from Ian Kerr’s review of Bill Snelling’s new book;
‘Motorcycles, Mates and Memories.’ I purchased a copy direct from Velo
Publishing. What an excellent read. Bill had been involved in every aspect of
motorcycling; trade, personalities and competition in every form. Full of
anecdotes, I recommend it to Members.
Derek Cheesbrough

TWO LADY RIDERS IN GERMANY 1914 from March issue.
Richard Mummerie’s friend Peter, from Germany, has worked out the route
they took and makes this comment about their bikes.
They got permission to ride to Lichtenfels to get a train to the frontier. In the
trouble and hurry they had lost their bikes. This tells us the bikes are still
waiting to be found around Lichtenfels. There, Veteranen-Fahrzeug-Verband
have an internet-platform (forum). He wants to have the fun to post a question
about two Douglas-Ladies-Bikes that may be found in the region of
Lichtenfels. I will be curious what will happen.
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3rd -4th July 2021
Your club needs your support.
Your bike could be on this stand in July

Bikes urgently needed.
Contact Ann Davy. Tel. 01283 820563
Email. a.davy750@btinternet.com
APMC SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subs of £5 are due from 1st July each year.
Payment can be made by
1) Cheque payable to 'A.P.M.C.' and posted to the Treasurer or
2) By bank transfer to the A.P.M.C at HSBC Bank. Account no
82505452, Sort Code 40-42-12. Remember to put your name and/or
A.P.M.C number into the Payment Reference box.
If you are unsure whether you have paid or not, please contact the
Treasurer by telephone or email.

Richard Rees P2387,
Bernell, 190 Bretby Lane,
Burton-on-Trent. DE15 0QP.
Text or Tel, 07854749282, Email richardrees@gmx.com
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This magazine is available in printed and posted form to all
members. The choice is yours.
Having it in email form saves the Association postage costs. We also send
out a quarterly email Supplement magazine which contains extra photos
from events etc. and long articles which would take up too many pages in
the magazine. This is limited to 36 pages to keep it in the lowest postal
rate.
If you have the postal magazine but have access to email, we could send
you the email supplement.. Just send me your email address and you will
receive a copy. It will be sent as a blind copy so that your address is not
widely spread. Your email address will not be passed on.
Send to geoffapmc@live.com

Parliamo Italiano
It is unlikely that you will be travelling to Italy in the foreseeable future,
but this may be useful when you can. Bradshaw's Complete Anglo-Italian
Phrase Book for Travellers 1924, offers some useful expressions:
Have you a good strong motorcycle for hire? -Ha una buona forte motocicletta da noleggiare?
I won't pay this fine -Non pagherò questa multa.
Leave my moustache alone, your razor is blunt -Non faccia nulla ad mio
baffi, vostro rasoio non e affilato.
My burners are clogged -I becchi sono ostruiti.
My stuffer boxes need grease -Le cassette di steauffer richiedono del grasso.
My lubricators are not dripping properly -I lubrincatori non colano regolarmente.
The couple in the next room make an incessant noise. -La coppia nella stanza
accanto fanno un rumore contiauo.
Send me the chambermaid. Mi mandi la
cameriera .
If anyone is looking for me, I’m not here. —
A chiunque venisse per me, dite che non ci sono.
Will you come and help me to get my
motorcycle out of a ditch? - Vuole aiutarmi a
tirar fuori la mia moto da un fosso. ?
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NICE DAY FOR A SAIL
Harry Perrey gave a graphic account in 1957, of how, in 1929, he made the
return crossing of the English Channel from Dover to Calais on a 500 cc
Ariel fitted with floats. The reason for the stunt was publicity. A pair of floats
were obtained from a firm of boat-builders for £120. The complete "craft"
weighed 720 lb. and a speed of 15 m.p.h. was attained. The trip was
uneventful except for a stop to remove a piece of driftwood from the
propellor. Harry was not allowed to land in France because he'd forgotten his
passport!
He was known for stunts before this; riding a 250cc BSA up the Snowdon
railway track to the summit in 1925. He also did it again on an Ariel.

H.S. Perry, with F.E. Thacker on the pillion, piloting the Ariel amphibian
‘Floatercycle’, out of Calais harbour on the return voyage of his double channel
crossing, made on August 12, 1929. Each crossing took about 3 1/2 hours.

From the ‘Blue un’ in 1928
A LADIES' contemporary magazine
avers that motor cyclists are
developing a habit of taking girls in
gold lame evening frocks to night
clubs, and departing noisily about 3
am., and, please, what is Winston
Churchill going to do about it? If this
yarn were true, it would be the finest
testimonial that motor cycling has ever had. But, enthusiast as I am, and
reckless as are some of the girls I knew, I never yet met one who would go
pillion in her gold lame evening frock and etceteras. Did you?
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How an inexpensive
Motor Cycle in 1935,
enabled an enthusiast to
return to the ranks.
I am a motor cyclist again ! Only those who have had to forsake the game can
possibly appreciate what this means. Two 10 per cent salary cuts in 1930,
meant that my old Triumph had to go and so, incidentally, did the date of my
proposed marriage. As is the way of disappointed brides, the latter matter was
put right first, and in 1933 I was led gently away from the altar a married
man, light of heart and lighter of pocket. Now, both my wife and I are
extremely fond of country life, but a whole summer of waiting for trains and
fighting for buses, made me decide that somehow or other, the spring of 1935
would find me the owner of some kind of transport of my own.
The choice was obvious, but the cash was not. The Christmas budget showed
that after allowing for tax and insurance, we would have not more than £4 to
spend on a mount. Never despairing I diligently scanned the advertisement
columns of ‘The Motor Cycle’ until I spotted what proved to be the means of
my having the finest summer of my life.
Busy Days!
For the magnificent sum of £3 10s. I purchased a very old 500 cc side-valve
Sunbeam. In spite of its years, this machine, I decided, was obviously a
thoroughbred, and with some care and attention would probably serve me
well ; how well I did not realise at the time.
Delivery was made in early February, and my wife now tells me that even
had we never put the machine on the road, she at least would have been
satisfied with the purchase. No longer did her much-beloved husband sit
about and dream over advertisements and catalogues of the latest mounts.
Instead, every spare hour was spent either in the garage or the kitchen
industriously grinding valves, soldering control wires, or tinkering with some
greasy piece of mechanism.
The kitchen table episodes tended, of course, to reduce the satisfaction on the
part of my wife, but like a wise and understanding woman she duly noted and
appreciated the return of the old gleam in the eye when-ever a particularly
difficult piece of work was accomplished. Slowly and surely, after the
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manner set forth by the "Torrens" articles, I reduced the old Sunbeam to a
mass of small but now efficient working parts. By early March all these small
parts were restored to their respective positions and left the kitchen table for
ever, to appear once again in the form of a well-cared-for 1923 Sunbeam.
The shallow 1¼ gallon wedge-shaped tank with its shining black surface and
gold letters brought more joy to my heart than it is possible to believe. I
sometimes wonder if a surgeon learns to love the patient he has taken to
pieces, put together again, and sent forth with a fresh lease of life, for that is
how I learned to look upon this mount of mine.
On March 26th, with the old Triumph sidecar (carefully stored since 1930),
attached, we ventured forth for our trial run. No novice on a new model, no
old hand on a super-speedster, could possibly have been in the same world as
we two who had been exiled for four years and were now trying out the
model that had been running faithfully for goodness knows how many
owners during the last eleven years.
Looking Back
She (the word "it" seems too hard to apply now) climbed well and reached 45
rn.p.h. quite easily. What was more, a test run of 92 miles was covered on a
measured gallon of juice. Looking back over those nine months ending with a
run of 162 miles each way for the Christmas holidays, it seems incredible that
for the ridiculous sum of £3 10s. it was possible to have had such an
enjoyable summer and autumn.
I am now in the happy position of being able to buy a much more modern
mount and a much more comfortable sidecar for my wife, but whatever I own
in the future I shall never again be able to enjoy a summer like that of 1935.

A Poor Excuse
The Motor Car Journal, September 19th, 1903

At the Brighouse Police Court, Edward Farrar, of Halifax, was summoned for
not giving audible warning when riding a motor-bicycle in the streets of
Brighouse. Instead of appearing the defendant had sent a registered letter to
the Bench, in which he stated that the noise caused by the explosions of his
motor was, in his opinion, quite sufficient warning. It was stated that the legal
requirement was warning by " bell, horn, or otherwise."
The magistrates held that the noise of motor explosions could not be
considered sufficient warning, and ordered Farrer to pay a fine of £5-8s-6d.
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That hardy film " No Limit," was once again being shown in Douglas. The
title would seem to apply equally well both to George Formby's performance
on the Rainbow racer and to the number of years that the film can go on
being screened.
Next year any rider who, in the practising period, seeks to chalk up a
remarkable lap time by omitting the Ramsey side of the 37 ¾ mile course
may find that he has to pay £5 to the A.C.U. Benevolent Fund. The
timekeepers are not amused by attempts to hoodwink them
Few welders practising, are better craftsmen than Ted Frend. Consequently,
when Moto-Guzzi were having trouble with tanks splitting in practice, Frend
was consulted by Fergus Anderson. After inspecting the tanks, Frend felt that
the trouble was due to the sides flexing, so he strengthened them accordingly.
The race results tell the rest of the story.
During the 125 cc. race, a spectator was heard to remark that the engine note
of one competitor's machine failed to rise in the usual manner each time he
descended Bray Hill. "The engine is fitted with a governor," remarked his
friend. "Really, what sort?" "The man in the saddle." was the cynical reply.
WHERE THERE'S A WILL THERE'S A WAY

A friend stuck a ball bearing up the hollow tuning side main shaft of a
Calthorpe. As it was the oil feed to the big end it had to come out, but it was
stuck, tight. The hole was blind except for a small oil hole to the big end, so
drilling the, hard shaft was out. So here's how.
The big end hole in the flywheel was blanked off
front and back with thick washers held together
tightly with a 5/16ths ins. H.T. nut and bolt.
Before bolting up, two .22 cartridges with the
bullets nipped off were inserted beside the bolt.
Then the job was placed over a bunsen burner. A
bit of pitch pine was placed over the mainshaft.
the garage door was shut and about three years
seemed to elapse, before a big bang blew out the
gas. The wood hit the roof, the flywheel rolled
off the bench, but the ball hearing was out. In
fact, it was stuck in the pitch pine block. My
friends, who had all remembered urgent
appointments elsewhere, drifted back and
Helmets took the fun out off
normal tinkering proceeded.
your hair blowing in the wind.
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Circuito del Lario
It was the most important motorcycle race in Italy; one that compared to the
Tourist Trophy of the Isle of Man. It became legendary, and saw among its
competitors some of the real stars of motor sport.
The Circuito del Lario motorcycle race was staged between the end of May
and the months of June and July 1921 to 1939 (with a couple of
interruptions due to economic problems). It was a held beside beautiful
Lake Como in Northern Italy on a 36 km. circuit with over 1,000 bends,
half-bends and hair-pin bends, 550 meters of altitude to be covered six
times. The route was between villages of Barni, Lasnigo, Asso, Valbrona,
Onno, Bellagio, Civenna and Magreglio with Ghisallo.
The first race had four classes of motorcycles competing divided by
displacement: up to 350, up to 500, up to 750 and up to 1000 cc..
The first winner in 1921 was Amedeo Ruggeri, on a Harley Davidson 1000,
at an average speed of 52.2 km/h; the last Nello Pagani, who set the circuit
record on a Moto Guzzi Condor in 1939 at an average of 84.101 km/h.
The roll of honour includes Achille Varzi, first in 1928, and Tazio Nuvolari
in 1929 with a Bianchi 350. Nuvolari was also first in class in 1925, 1926
and 1927, as a plaque placed in Civenna recalls.
He won again in 1930 at 72.2 km/h on average, after a strong challenge
from Varzi. For them it was the last participation in the Larian competition
before moving to motor sport.
The Circuito del Lario became unmissable for tens of thousands of fans,
and for VIPs who - then as now - were looking for publicity.
There was great interest from the national press (La Gazzetta dello Sport
above all), from companies and industrial associations, and also from the
Italian government, which gave extraordinary contributions to fix the roads.
Another big name who took part in the race was Omobono Tenni, a symbol
of Moto Guzzi, who died in 1948 in a test at the Bremgarten circuit in
Switzerland. The Treviso stadium was dedicated to him.
Another important name, that of Alberto Ascari, obtained the first victory
of his career in 1938. Ascari started in motorcycling, then moved to motor
racing, with success in the 1952 and 1953 Formula 1 World
Championships.
Since 2003 a historical re-enactment of the Circuito del Lario has been held.
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This is the story of an ordinary man’s life with the toys he loved best, from
boyhood to comparatively old age; it covers a period from 1911 to 1973

THE LAND BEYOND THE RIDGE Part 1
In the warm sunshine of an afternoon in the Summer of
1911, one hundred and ten years ago, a small and
hideous-looking boy of nine, Roy Battson, stood
outside the front gate of his home, peering anxiously
down the empty road. He pottered about, kicking
impatiently at any stones which happened to
be in his way until, all at once, he stiffened to
attention as a faint ‘teufing’ noise drew
nearer, and round the bend, appeared a figure,
resplendent in a yellow sweater, breeches,
stockings and shoes and, on its head, a splendidly noticeable cap, the peak
turned the wrong way round. The whole ensemble perched on an edifice of
immense height. As this vision drew nearer, the ‘teufing’ noise ceased, and
the rider prepared to dismount. I say prepared, because, in the course of this
exercise, which involved descent from a saddle at least 40 inch from the
ground, he inadvertently crossed his legs and subsided in the road, the
conveyance falling quite gently on top of him. Not in the least abashed, he
righted himself and his machine, grinning happily at the small boy, who was
his brother, and was also me, and together, they pushed and pulled at the
contraption until it was safely in the shed which was to serve as a garage.
In this manner, my attention was first drawn to motorcycles, which I have
since loved all my life. With the benefit of hindsight, it is easy to see now that
this first machine of my brother's was not a wise choice. A Minerva, made in
1904, it cannot have been of startling efficiency even when new, and was
considerably less so some seven years later, it had an immensely high frame,
which carried a small engine clipped to the front down tube, and also
supported a very narrow, very deep tank, which contained petrol, oil and a
battery in a cupboard, the sharp exit holes from which cut the miserably thin
cables with monotonous regularity; it also sported sundry little control levers
with wooden handles. In an effort to get the saddle at least within shouting
distance of the ground, a swan-neck saddle pillar sprouted from its tube,
curving over and aft in a manner of which any swan might have been proud,
to support a saddle of extreme rigour. There was, thoughtfully, pedaling gear,
though, as the saddle was aft of the rear wheel spindle, and the pedals nearly
two feet further forward, this did not operate at the best mechanical
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advantage. Starting (if ever: the engine was temperamental to a degree) was
quite an adventure, which brought the whole family (Mother and me) out to
watch. Firstly, the lubricating oils of the period having most of the qualities
of Loctite, a fountain pen filler full of petrol was squirted down the
compression tap to induce the piston to move. Next, a small metal pyramid
pivoted on the spindle bolt and secured to the back of the saddle with a strap,
was undone, its purpose as a carrier temporarily abandoned, and swung
down, when it became a rear stand. The machine was then pulled on to this
rather insecure structure and pedaled furiously until, after an interval which
varied from five to thirty minutes, it fired up. It must be understood that
normal push-starting, with that frame and saddle position, was simply asking
for disaster, and that pedaling the road was physically impossible; the pedal
spindle was not much below saddle level. However, if and when the engine
fired, the shed full of the sweet-smelling blue haze which was Price's Huile
de Luxe, universally and affectionately known as Huile de Kipper, the stand
was reincarnated as a carrier with all possible speed, and the rider pushed off,
a perilous exercise but possible, if not graceful, if the engine were warm.
Sometimes, mounting took the form of a prodigious bound, in the hope that
my brother might land somewhere near the saddle without damage to his
manhood; sometimes a desperate scramble to land on any part of the
machine; but usually, if, at times, a trifle lopsidedly, he managed. Such drive
as existed was, of course, by belt, clutches and gearboxes being then hidden
in the womb of the future, and, in rain, belt slip brought the whole affair to a
complete standstill; though Alan, being ingenious, could sometimes make
slow progress by holding a handkerchief under the top run, which was costly
in handkerchiefs, but did, after a fashion, work. On many occasions, my poor
brother left home in the saddle; but never once did the Minerva bring him
back again; always, it was he who brought it with him, until I sometimes
wondered why he bothered. Historians who have sometimes remarked that
there was little to go wrong with early motorcycles clearly never knew Alan’s
Minerva. Every component, severally or collectively, contributed its tale of
misery, until even his enthusiasm began to wilt, and his brother got fed up
with polishing the brass work. So that I was delighted, rather than surprised
when, one Sunday morning, Alan brought a stranger to our door, and led him
firmly to the motor shed. And as this gentleman may just about still be in
circulation, and might resent these revelations, I think I will call him Mr.
Snodgrass. Naturally, I hung about in the background, always eager to learn,
and Alan, by really earnest lying, had nearly clinched the deal, when with the
best intentions, I almost brought the whole edifice crashing to the ground.
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Because I said, brightly and helpfully, "Alan, I expect Mr. Snodgrass would
like to hear her go; wouldn't you, Mr. Snodgrass?" As Mr. Snodgrass turned
to me in beaming agreement with such an obviously intelligent little boy,
Alan gave me a look over his victim's shoulder which, quite literally, turned
my bowels to water, and I was forced to hastily vacate the commercial scene.
The crisis dealt with, I dared not return, but hid, trembling, behind the shed
until a faint teufing noise gave grounds for hope that I might live a few more
years. Mr. Snodgrass duly departed with the Minerva, in, of all things, a horse
van, it transpired that he could not, as yet, ride a motorcycle at all, and was,
apparently, sufficiently half-witted to have bought the thing on the strength of
Alan's lies, and Alan was so relieved at being rid of his incubus that, except
for a succinct reference to my parentage (and he couldn't even say much
about that, since it was his parentage too) made no further reference to my
effort as a salesman.
Alan's next purchase was a fish from a far
superior kettle. It was a 1908 Triumph, singlegear and belt-driven, of course, though with an
adjustable pulley for special hills. It had an
excellent Bosch magneto and Triumph's own
carburettor, also the rather execrable Triumph
fork with the horizontal barrel spring, which made an odd, pattering clash as
the wheelbase constantly altered and was not particularly comfortable. But it
was, for its day, a really lovely machine, in first-class condition, and Alan
sometimes took me for considerable rides on its carrier, though, as it involved
him in paddling off instead of the normal run-and-jump, less often than I
could have wished. And now, our house and motorshed became practically a
weekend motorcycle show. All sorts of people gathered round, some with
reversed caps, some with woolly hats, with and without tassels, and loud
scarves, circulating, criticising (sometimes with regrettable coarseness) each
other's machines, with little Roy the most obliging dogsbody imaginable,
fetching this, carrying that, polishing everybody's nickel plate which seemed
to need it, and loving every minute. And what machines they were. Ariels,
Bradburys, Zeniths, NSUs., Bats, with and without sidecars, singles and
twins,
I particularly loved the Zeniths, with the beautiful Gradua gear, which opened
and closed the pulley flanges and at the name time moved the rear wheel back
and forth in the fork in take up the belt slack, so that, as the rider wound the
coffee-grinder handle, the revs dropped and the speed went up, so that, with
the big side-valve engine barely ticking over, you were whistling along in the
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sixties; what did it matter if the wickerwork sidecar were perishing cold? It
was also marvellously comfortable, and, as rides in these sidecars were my
frequent and much-loved reward for my small services, I was having the time
of my life. Though it is many years ago now, I can still recall as clearly as
yesterday the wild, swift rush through the winter lanes, the leafless trees and
hedges ripping past on either hand, the roar of the big eight-horse twin in my
right ear, and the air like chilled wine. There was little traffic in those days,
and what there was was mostly other motorcycles or horse vehicles and the
odd cyclist, and you could do things which would result in instant disaster
today.
Each week, Alan bought Motor Cycle and one of my weekly pennies was
invested in Motor Cycling, which, of course, we swapped when read. I
wonder who remembers now those pre-First War issues of Motor Cycling,
pictures by Alan Shuffrey (who always had a panel on the front cover), Inder
Burns, and Thomas, who could draw motorcycles better than anyone whose
work I have seen since (though Gordon Crosby later ran him very close);
stories; articles on every possible aspect of motorcycling, advertisements for
queer things like Rom steel-studded tyres, so ideal for greasy roads, and
exhaust whistles; the occasional much-prized colour plate; T.T. and Show
reports over an inch thick, and all for a penny. I only wish I had them now.
This noble magazine, now, alas, no longer with us, also stood me in very
good stead at school. Our form-master, a Mr. Butterworth, was a rabid
motorcyclist, being possessed of a Motosacoche, a beautifully- made Swiss
lightweight of the time, and a Baby Levis. He would burst into song about
bikes at the slightest provocation. So I, and another boy named Colebrook,
who also took Motor Cycling, took it in turns each week to bring our copies
into form, and, quite early in the proceedings, would produce them and
beseech Mr. Butterworth's elucidation of some technical point. The good
master, who would much rather discuss motorcycles than algebra, would
immediately hold forth for the rest of the session, while the remainder of the
form, if not interested, did as they pleased. Indeed Comrade Colebrook and I,
in this manner gained great popularity, as for one morning a week at least, our
playmates were relieved of much tedium. I, in particular, basked in a certain
amount of reflected glory.
Mr. Butterworth knew Alan quite well (all motorcyclists knew each other in
those days); the form benefited because our efforts diverted the master's
attention from such matters as prep. Master Colebrook and I never by chance
received the lines which were so freely distributed among the hoi polloi. Poor
Mr. Butterworth, he did not survive the stupid war; but I shall always
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remember the pleasant, kindly man, the way to whose heart was ever open via
the magic motor cycling door. But now, there were to be only two more years
of that happy, far off life; and then, as the dreadful August of 1914 passed into
history, the young men who had thronged our house drifted, one by one,
away; and Alan, who was in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, vanished
into the northern mists. I saw him only once more, and that, though mercifully
I did not know it, for the last time.
I was packed off to a boarding school, which wasn't too bad, until, one day I
was called lo the headmaster’s study, when they told me, gently, that Alan
had died in the thunder and flame of an exploding battle-cruiser at some
damned place called Jutland; and, after I had got round to realising that I
would never, never see him again. We had been very close. I wondered about
the Triumph, and whether I might inherit it. But when I got home for the hols,
I found that Mother had got rid of it, because to see it standing, sheeted and
silent, in the shed, was more than she could bear. But she promised me a
machine of my own when the war was over. The silly, useless slaughter went
on for another couple of years, until every other woman you saw was in black,
and I got my own call-up papers (for they took them at sixteen-and-a-half in
that war); and then, suddenly it was over, stopped like a run-down clock. And
school was over, too, and I was out in a world which didn't seem to have
much interest, either in me or in anything I could do.
All through the early part of 1919, I was ordering motorcycles right, left and
centre. The trouble was that one selected a machine and placed a firm order,
only to find that in the next week's advertisement, there would be a small-type
addition to the quoted price, such as "Plus 20 per cent" or even "Plus 40 per
cent", which lifted the desired treasure far beyond my reach. In this dolorous
manner, I had ordered, and subsequently cancelled, a Baby Levis, a MetroTyler, (glamorous to a degree, all red, with disc wheels and semi-TT bars) and
a Radco, the prices of which had all soared to astronomical heights. In that
first, delirious post-war year, there was considerable inflation. Even petrol
went, for a short time, to five bob a gallon, (which, God knows, seems cheap
enough today) and new motorcycles were almost unobtainable, except by
those who could pay premiums for delivery. Everyone seemed to want a
motorcycle. One unfortunate effect of this shortage was to induce all sorts of
people, in back-yards all over the country, to set up as manufacturers,
provided they could lay hands on a few lengths of gas pipe and a Villiers
engine. Most were out of business in a year or two, leaving their once-proud
owners with machines worth next to nothing; a few survived a little longer;
but, within five years, the inflation over and prices falling fast, all of them
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were gone. However, I could not foresee all this, and even if I had, could
never have contemplated much more delay in entering the Pearly Gates, so I
reluctantly turned to the second-hand market, which was very nearly as bad.
However, during a brief and quite disastrous venture into the world of
insurance (which reached a coruscating zenith when I, the most junior of
clerks, found, to my dismay, that a policy which had, at all costs, to be
despatched to Switzerland that very night, lacked the vital signature of the
underwriter, who had gone home an hour previously; I therefore signed the
damned thing myself and posted it). I was walking down
Holborn one very hot day, considering that hell
could not possibly be worse than London in high
summer, when I saw, in the window of the Service
Company, ‘IT’.
It was a little Sun, about 1915, with a VTS engine; not to be confused with
the Vitesse engine, which was rather different, in that there was extremely
little Vitesse about it. It was single-geared, of course, with tank-controlled
magneto ignition, and was defaced with backscratcher handle-bars and
footboards, but these were matters which could soon be remedied, and its
price ticket, of forty
pounds, was my precise
financial limit.
Nowadays, young men
seem to purchase first
motorcycles at
five or six hundred pounds
apiece with the utmost
sang-froid, and never feel
sick with excitement while
so doing; I was quite
different, and,although
I did manage to retain my
meal, I was glowing with a
radiance like an electric
fire as I patted my tank,
pushed on my bars, and
turned my wheels into the
London street.
Continued in September
2021 issue
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THE BLIND EYE OF THE LAW. ‘Blue Un 1928’
No, it was hopeless. Rain had
come with the baleful efficacy of
the wet blanket of rhetoric and
fiction to mar my evening's
run, and I was stuck in a
small Cheshire town, with a
“short“which I could not
trace, in the lighting circuit
tob e r 2015
of Sold
myOcsingle.
A pal of mine
lived at the top of the hill
towards which I was facing,
and I knew he would be able
to give me a hand. But the
hill was uncommonly long
and steep, and I could not
see myself pushing a heavy
bus up there. It was quite dark,
and there was a police station
about fifty yards away on the
right.
I pushed the bike to the
station and went in, to be
met with the curious
glances of two constables
and a sergeant.
“Good evening,
gentlemen," I said. “The
lights of my bike have
failed. I can get help at the
top of this hill, but I can't
push the machine up. Will
you let me ride it up?
The sergeant shook his
head. “Sorry sir, we can't
give you permission to
break the law."
“Well, look here," I
answered, “can I start the

engine up, put her in gear, and
walk at the side?”
“You can do anything so long as
you don't ride with out
lights," was the rejoinder.
The constables went out and
I followed. The men in blue
went off in the opposite
direction to that in which I
wanted to go. Out came the
sergeant as soon as they had
gone.
“Let’s see you start up," he
said. I kicked the bike into
life.
“There’s no one on duty up
there," he said,"soon as you get
past the station ride like Hades!"
I did!
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ALASKA TO SEATTLE, THROUGH THE
WILDERNESS, IN THE 1930s.
Clyde Charles "Slim" Williams (14 January 1881 – 9 October 1974) Born in
California, Williams had first arrived in Alaska in 1900 at the age of 19,
looking for adventure. He spent the next three decades trapping, hunting,
breeding dogs, and blazing trails throughout the frontier. He became a
promoter of the Alaska Highway in the 1930s. Citizens of Alaska and Canada
lobbied for years for the highway without success.
In the early 1930s, the Automobile
Highway Association helped finance
Alaska prospector and trapper Clyde
"Slim" Williams to make a trip over
the proposed coastal route. Slim
travelled down the proposed route by
dogsled. He only used crude maps in
what was previously unmapped
territory to Seattle. By the time he reached Seattle, he had become a small
celebrity. When the spring thaw made sledding impossible, he rigged up his
sled with Ford Model T wheels, and continued through the muddy Canadian
plains toward his destination. Chicago World's Fair, 2,000 miles away, where
he and his dogs were a big attraction. When the fair ended in October 1933,
Williams and his dog team mushed on to Washington, D.C., where they
camped in a city park and met with Alaska's delegate, Anthony J. Dimond,
and other members of Congress. He also briefed President Franklin D.
Roosevelt on the proposal for a road. Soon after Williams' visit to the
nation's capitol, Dimond introduced a bill into Congress for a highway. He
found no support, but in 1938, Roosevelt appointed the Alaska International
Highway Commission to make a study of routes through the northwest.
In 1939, Williams made a second trip down the proposed Alaska
Highway route. along with his half-bred
Wolf/Dog, ‘Blizzard’, and John Logan.
Starting from Fairbanks on May 14 aboard
specially modified motorcycles with extra gas
cans attached they headed down the same path
Williams had travelled a few years earlier.
This time they travelled during the autumn
with two 1938 BSA 250cc C10 side valve
motorcycles.
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Logan is seen just after the
start. He also documented this
trip with film footage showing,
among other things, how they
cooked over the campfire, built
boats, and crossed rivers, in one
clip, they used a hand-powered
tram to haul their motorcycles
across a river. At the end of this
article are details of where to find
these on the internet.

After a big send-off with a big brass band, a big crowd and a speech
from the mayor, John looks like a page out of Outdoor Life. "This
paraphernalia didn't last long," he wrote on the back of the photo. Before
long, they were in rags, down to a .22 rifle, an axe, a tarp, flour, sugar,
coffee, a motorcycle, a dog and almost nothing else. They didn't have a road
or even a path. They didn't have GPS, smart phones, cell phones, or any
telephone. They didn't have fleece, freeze dried food, down, nylon, sleeping
bags, water bottles, trail mix, thermal underwear, a tent, a stove, a camera
crew, rescue helicopters, or accurate maps. What they did have was clouds of
mosquitoes, endless rain and a giant will to overcome the swamps, mountains
and rivers on their way to show
the world where the road should
go from Fairbanks to Seattle. He
said they never missed a meal, but
sometimes got a few days
behind.. This time they travelled
during the summer. Logan
documented this trip with video

footage showing, among other things,
how they cooked over the campfire,
built boats, and crossed rivers.
In one clip, they used a hand-powered
tram to haul their motorcycles across a
river.
They would have passed through
Telegraph Creek. It hasn't changed
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much since John and Slim arrived in
1939. Or since the miners trekked
through on their way to the Klondike
in the 1890s. The Stikine River is just
a few feet to the right of this picture
down Maine Street, and its rumbling
roar is everywhere. Except for the
sound of the river, the town is quiet,
deserted almost. But it is not deserted.
You can feel eyes behind the darkened windows watching you. Of course
John and Slim didn't come by road, they came by the miner's trail, which
later became the telegraph line. It was a little after 7PM Sept. 13, 1939. The
low sun was low throwing a scatter of gold across the dark wall of trees
behind the town. You can still see the trail,
although the word trail is an exaggeration. It's
really just a path, not more than a couple of
feet wide. Imagine a filthy hand, speckled with
mosquito bites, pulling a curtain of willow
branches aside to reveal John Logan, age 25,
the presumed incumbent CEO of Logan Gregg
Wholesale Hardware. His red and black
checked flannel shirt is a mosaic of sweat, dirt
and stains. His trousers are filthy rags that end
in frayed strings below the knees. He has a
great bush of a beard, his face a volcanic
Slim Williams (left) and John
landscape of mosquito bites. He grins,
handsome as a movie star, and pushes his mud Logan with their dog
“Blizzard” after their arrival
crusted, scratched and dented motorcycle
in Seattle in December 1939.
down the path and into the village. To be
The bikes were tied together
followed a few hours later by a tall, gaunt
for the photo.
bearded man who looks like the old man of
the woods in rags.
The team finally arrived in Seattle in early December. They were introduced
at a Chamber of Commerce meeting as the first men to motor across the
proposed Alaska International Highway. Their journey again raised the idea
of carving a road to Alaska, but it wasn’t until bombing of Pearl Harbour by
the Japanese on Dec. 7, 1941, made building that road a reality.
The film footage is available at Alaska's Digital Archives .
Search Alaska digital archives, then search John T Logan collection.
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In the September 2020 magazine, I mentioned a possibility
that Shakespeare had invented the electric motorcycle.
The following tale from 1936 suggests that his bikes
were petrol powered.

WAS SHAKESPEARE A MOTORCYCLIST?
Quotations which suggest that he and other
Famous Writers were keen riders. If
these surmises are correct this
scene must often have been
enacted in Shakespeare's
garage.
Only by a close study of the classics can we hope to pierce the mists of
antiquity which unfortunately shroud the early days of motorcycling. For
example, the facts regarding Shakespeare's two-stroke are not fully known,
although some light is shed by the great man himself in many of his works.
He tersely tells us that it had "a little pot and soon hot" ("Taming of the
Shrew"), whilst small section tyres on the bumpy roads of Stratford caused
him ''The thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir to” ("Hamlet"). He,
philosophically, dismisses the vexed question of erratic firing with “Good
words are better than bad strokes" ("Julius Caesar"). Even so, he cannot
resist a little experiment and, with prophetic vision, he conceives, apparently,
the idea of filing the top of the piston until it is nearly flat. On assembling
and starting up, he is horrified at the expensive noises, which come from the
engine. He takes off the barrel and sadly gazes at the offending piston,
saying, "Nay, now you are too flat and mar the concord with too harsh a
descant" ("Two Gentlemen of Verona").
Magneto Trouble
Then comes William's famous magneto trouble. He quickly detects it from
the plug which “Shows a hasty spark and straight is cold again” ("Julius
Caesar ").
On changing over to a four-stroke the Bard promptly breaks a valve spring
and only with the aid of his fellow Avon Clubmen can he release the spring
and then at the expense of much bad language. “Unruly blasts wait on the
tender spring" (''Lucrece").
Shakespeare also makes brief reference to the artists who work so hard for
Motor Cycling's Olympia Show numbers. "We first survey the plot, then
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draw the model" ("Henry IV"). We also have his opinion of 50-50
mixture—"A rarer spirit never did steer humanity" ("Antony and
Cleopatra").
Not only does Shakespeare appear to have been a keen rider, but other men of
letters also seem to have participated in the sport. For instance, Herbert gives
some good advice to a trials rider—"Who shuts his hand hath lost his gold,
who opens it hath it twice told" ("The Temple"). But Pope views mud
plugging with disfavour—"The creature's at his dirty work again"
("Epistle to Arbuthnot"). Dean Swift records the greeting of one rider to
another at the line-up of a damp and difficult scramble—"Hail fellow well
met, All dirty and wet, Find out if you can, Who's master, who's man" –
( "My Lady's Lamentation.")
The "Coach"
Prior, apparently, handled a sidecar outfit and makes this envious comment
(note the quaint word "coach"; this would be "chair," of course, in modern
parlance)— "The man within the coach that sits, And to another's skill
submits, Is safer much (whatever arrives), and warmer, too, than he that
drives" ("Alma").
A vaguely ominous hint anent restricted areas comes from Young—"At
thirty, man suspects himself a fool, knows it at forty and reforms his
plan" ("Night Thoughts"). And here is the pedestrian's lament by Quarles—
" Our life is but a pilgrimage of blasts and each blast brings forth a fear"
("Hieroglyph").
To revert to Shakespeare, for a moment, did you hear of the sad fate which
befell his model? There is a suggestion that the inventive fellow fitted a
supercharger to his four-stroke, which, like those of many of the bard's
successors, failed to stand the strain. He tells us, too, a rapid way of getting
rid of ancient models—"My high blown pride at length broke under me;
and now has left me, Weary and old with service to the mercy of a rude
stream that must forever hide me" ("Henry VIII").
A lot of history is based on tales passed on by word of mouth. Robin Hood,
Dick Turpin etc.. These are most likely embroidered to make the tales more
interesting. Shakespeare’s work is sometimes taken as based on true facts,
Maybe, but take a trip to Verona and view the crowds, packed up a side-street
taking photos of Juliet’s balcony and buying souvenirs. Did Shakespeare ever
go to Verona. I await the historians response; but think on; what mode of
transport did he go on. I used a B31 in 1959.
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A TOUR TO SLOVENIA

Part one. Dave Helliwell
Six days, seven countries, nine bikes.
Seven assembled at Hull on the Sunday night to get the
overnight ferry to Zeebrugge. We were to meet Andy next in
Zeebrugge. Martin, who was doing a moped run on his return,
had driven to Belgium with his bike and moped in his van and
we were to meet him on Monday night in Verdun.
In Belgium we used the motorway then transferred to the lovely
D roads much more
suited to our bikes.
Just after midday, we
stopped for fuel in
Belle Vue, and, the
garage had a cafe with
a 1970’s Japanese
bike mounted on a
sign. We were
welcomed to
baguettes and coffee.
Through Signy l'Abbaye
the miles slowly went
by and by until we
arrived at Verdun
– about 250 miles
from Zeebrugge.
Up and packed by
8.00 am Everything
was damp as the
valley was filled
with chill river mist.
Crossed the river
and climbed out of
the valley, the big Panthers thundering ahead up the hill and
emerging out of the mist into glorious sunshine with the
magical view of the valley below still shrouded in fog.
We lost Clive and Twinkle toes in Pont a Mousson so we parked
up in the bus station. Eventually they appeared. Clive had
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been stopped by the Gendarmes for not wearing gloves! After a
bit of no comprendo they gave up and let him go. Continuing
over the Col de Donon – narrow and twisty with a cut out sign
on nearly every bend to show the site of a motor cycle mishap.
Ruth provided another, failing to negotiate a tight, steep bend
and ending up in the shrubbery .
After descending we stopped for lunch at Collonay le Roche. We
were getting near to the border. Near Markolsheim, I realised I
was on my own so I waited, – it was unusual for Richard not to
be on my back wheel. After a while I returned to find them all
at the side of the road. Richard stopped after a roundabout to
check everyone was following, put his foot down into some soft
ground and ended up with the bike on top of him. Luckily
neither was the worse for the incident. Crossing the Rhine at
Breisach into Germany, on busy roads heading for Freiberg.
We hit Freiberg at the rush hour but it was well signposted.
Now climbing, getting late when we saw a sign to Titisee . We
found a lovely campsite up a steep hill where we had a field all
to ourselves. It was very hot and we got the tents up quickly,
just before the typical Alpine afternoon storm rolled in.
Next morning, on the road by eight. A lousy, fast road. Petrol
needed so we pulled into a village. Found a garage and across
the road was a supermarket so we had coffee and croissants.
The day then went downhill. Road closures and diversions,
caused minor delays and wrong turnings. Going up a long hill,
my bike started misfiring and losing power. We pulled into a
Layby and Martin; diagnosed a loose cam plate.
We reached Lake Constance, beautiful but busy and slow.
Losing time hand over fist. Pulling into Lindau for fuel, Martin
put Lindenberg, onto his sat nav. Off we went, but getting us
all out of the garage and into the traffic was difficult and we
lost Alf and Clive. We realised we were going in completely the
wrong direction , two Lindenbergs here! A highly illegal U-turn
sent us off in pursuit of Alf and Clive and eventually we spotted
their bikes in the car park of the Hat Museum in Lindenberg.
Alf had just bought a postcard there. It showed a woman in a
1920s cloche hat, a bag of golf clubs slung over her shoulder,
sitting on a late 1920s Panther. How bizarre. The curator
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pointed us to a bakery, which did great cakes, and sandwiches.
Here on, the day got much better – stunning views and great
roads over the Jochtal pass and along a splendid high, grassy
valley with lovely mountain peaks on our left. Another pass and
we dropped down into Reutte Andy used his sat nav to find a
campsite. This was an excellent, very flat site right in the town,
with a bar attached and we had a great meal of “Farmer's
steaks” and admired the illuminated castles above the town.
Next morning, after breakfast of stale bread and cheese we set
off. The signing wasn't good so we entertained the locals with
several mass U turns before Andy's sat nav set us right on the
road to Imst. It took us through every village off the main road.
We stopped and had a proper breakfast of coffee and apfel
strudel before heading up the Fern Pass. This section involved
several tunnels; one 3.5 km in length. This was followed by very
good riding along the side of a valley. We came to the main test
of the day, crossing into Italy. First pass was the Timmelsjoch,
which rose to about 9,000 feet. At first, it was gradual climbing
up a valley which steepened to hairpins. Bizarrely the main
road to Italy was a side turn and Clive and Alf headed straight
on up the dead end road to Obergurgl whilst the rest of us
waited at the junction and attended to personal needs. Then a
huge building across the road! The Timmelsjoch is a toll road!
They relieved us of E14 a head -which allowed us entry to the
building, A motorbike museum –no time for that. Onward and
upward – Dave stopped, thinking his bike was so slow the
brake must be sticking on, but it was the effect of altitude on
his carburation. A couple of photos and it was over the Italian
border and an incredibly twisty descent to St Leonardo. More
hairpins and my British
Hub brake was sorely tried!
Then uphill again – the
Jauffen pass, riding up a
series of hairpins. At the
top was an Alpine style
cafe where we stopped for
coffee and cake of
enormous proportions.
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Thus fortified, down more hairpins to Vipiteno onto a busy,
congested road past Brunico. Reaching Dobbiaco everyone was
feeling jaded. Time to find a campsite. A very expensive one at
e25 per night and we were stuck on a small bit of grass with a
few other tents and no real access for the bikes. But it was late
and we were tired. The food was expensive, but beggars can't
be choosers. Later, the moon broke through the mist revealing
the magnificent Dolomite peaks surrounding us, what’s the
price on a view like that?
We left the main road onto a wonderful side road, the road left
a bit to be desired. Up hairpins then along a balcony clinging to
a valley side through pretty little villages. In one of these was a
large Gasthof where we stopped for a great breakfast, pots of
coffee and home baked apfel strudel. We continued along the
wonderful road, eventually dropping down out of the valley and
onto more major roads in worsening weather. We stopped to get
the wet weather gear on with precipitation in sight!
Shortly after, a mistake with the signs and we ended up on an
Austrian motorway without a Vignette! Very worrying, as there
are hefty on-the-spot fines. We got away with it – phew!
Rechecked the map and took the most direct route to Slovenia
via the Wurzen pass. We came to signs showing a car gear
change and insisting on 1st gear. How bad could it be after the
Timmelsjoch and the Jaufen? After an acute hairpin, the road
went straight up at about 1 in 4 for almost a mile. I realised
that to try to get second might make me stall so I plodded up at
10mph in first. The others shot off to wait at the top. Slovenia
at last! It was now raining hard and we were split up by traffic
lights in Kranj. We re-grouped and had lunch at a roadside
cafe, which turned out to be a Domino Pizzeria with a handy
pictorial menu. We learned our first word of Slovenian – Pica!
Andy led, he last few miles to the campsite using his Sat nav. It
took us on some very small roads – and then it was a footpath –
and aren't we going through somebody's garden? And weren't
we here five minutes ago?
But we made it, tired, happy and exceedingly wet in the rain
that was to last for most of the weekend until the Tour began.
Thanks to the Panther Owners Club.

Continued in September issue
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JOHN KERRIDGE’S MOTOR CYCLING YEARS
Part 2 Continued from March 2021
THE BANTAM HAD TO GO
The next step was, what did I fancy next. There were some nice AJSs to be
had, so I went looking, King's of Oxford hadn't anything that I fancied in my
price range, so I went to have a look at Cable Motors in Lister Lane, it was a
small pokey showroom with room for about half a dozen bikes, with a spares
counter across a yard behind the showroom. They didn't have much to choose
from, but a Norton took my fancy, it was a 1949 ES2 Norton 500CC OHV
with a "garden gate" type frame, telescopic front forks, and plunger
suspension at the rear, Reg. No GKY782. It was not a very tidy looking
machine, but it was just right on price, and it looked like the frame that
G.E.Duke had recently used in the I.O.M. TT. I was quite impressed with it,
so money changed hands and it was now mine. It cost me the Bantam plus
£60 cash, a total of £129
I rode this machine for about three months but was then due to do my
National Service, and something had to be done to the engine to make it more
reliable, this I entrusted to my mate Barry (one of the "umbrella" men), he
undertook to have it rebored and have a new big end and main bearings fitted
in time to use when I got to my permanent RAF. station. little did I know at
that time, that it would be about five months before that would happen, in the
meantime I could only ride it while on 48 hour week end passes.
The time arrived when I was posted to my permanent station which was at
Odiham in Hampshire, First of all I had to get permission to take it on camp,
then had to find a secure place to garage it whilst on camp, this was all
arranged in about another month and then the big drive down, the first of
many long journeys. I got to know that road like the back of my hand,
Huddersfield, Holme Moss, Glossop, Hayfield, Buxton, Chapel-en-le-Frith,
etc. etc. The Norton ran perfectly most of the time, but once or twice the front
brake became greasy, due no doubt to low melting point grease being used in
the bearings by the previous owner, this was a nuisance, but was cured by
stripping the brake down and putting the shoes into a dustbin lid full of
flaming petrol, it seems a bit drastic looking back, but it certainly worked
until I got around to changing the grease in the front wheel bearings.
The journey to and from camp varied with the weather, only once was I
stopped, by snow, somewhere near Warwick, when the snow got to be about
an inch deep and it was about 6.30pm, I decided to call it a day and booked in
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at a B&B, by 8.00pm it had stopped snowing and the roads were clearing
nicely, I could have made it home but decided to stay until the morning.
Next, if I was riding a Geoff Duke semi look alike, I would have to look
right, so I bought a crash helmet. I was one of the first people in the Halifax
area to wear a helmet all the time, not for safety reasons but because it looked
racy. During frosty weather I didn't realise how cold it was until reaching
Hayfield in the Peak District, when I stopped on a hill for some reason or
other; and found that I was standing on sheet ice. That slowed me down a bit,
but I made it home that night. There was also the time that my headlamp bulb
failed just after I left Glossop, leaving me with just a pilot light to illuminate
the way over Holme Moss. One summer I remember catching up a pre war
Excelsior, JX5376 (or something similar), the rider didn't like being passed so
a race started. I was faster but he got around bends quicker than me. His
girder fork, rigid back end, was a lot better than my telescopic forks and
plunger frame at road holding, but it was quite an enjoyable encounter. When
I was travelling north, I was always pleased to see the first green, cream and
orange buses knowing I was almost home. Whilst in the RAF I travelled
extensively in the south of England, round all the local towns, into London to
the Motor and Motor Cycle shows, down to Worthing to visit relatives there,
Guildford every Wednesday afternoon during the summer months to visit the
outdoor swimming pool (it was sports afternoon on Wednesday, and going
swimming counted as a sport).
However, back to the bike, on completion of National service I decided to try
it with a sidecar
attached, so looking
around I rather fancied a
Steib sports sidecar (the
bees knees of sidecars at
the time) but it was too
expensive, and the ready
cash wasn't available, so
I made do with a British
"look alike", it was a
Blacknell Bullet single
seater, the same body
shape as a Steib, but it
was set on the chassis
instead of, as with the
Steib set in the chassis,
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it also had a tall windscreen
and fitted sidescreens with a
soft top, although it wasn't a
very pretty looking outfit it
served it's purpose of keeping
the plot upright in the snow
and ice, I just had one winter
on it, and during that winter I
realised what fun could be had
on three wheels, particularly in
the snow and slush. In the
spring of 1957, 1 decided to
splash out on a brand new
Norton Dominator 99, so after
shopping around locally,
Bradford, Manchester and
Leeds, I finally got the best
deal at Dennis Parkinson's of
Wakefield, as I remember, I got £95 allowed on the ES2 against the £285 for
the Dommie, which I thought was a pretty fair deal.
Slipped in between the ES2 and the Dommie, I obtained another Norton and
sidecar JX9071, this one cost about £10, it was an ex WD 16H 500CC side
valve, with a rigid rear end and girder front forks, the chassis had C springs
and a swallow single seat sidecar, the hood was rotten, part of the bodywork
lifted up to gain access to the seat, the seal to this always leaked, the floor pan
for the seat was rotten, all in all the body was useless, so a wooden box was
constructed and attached to the chassis, this outfit provided lots of fun as a
ride to work machine, and for carting rubbish about as well as performing in
the Gymkhana at the Halifax Charity Gala. The high spot of this ownership
was losing half the sidecar mudguard whilst coming through Sowerby
Bridge, it broke off and attached itself to the tyre, went round three or four
times with a heck of a noise each time it hit the road before disappearing
astern never to be seen again, needless to say I didn't stop, the bike would
never have passed an inspection, and was running with a cast off worn out
speedway tyre on the rear wheel. The last time that I rode it, I was giving a
workmate a lift home in the box when the sidecar wheel fell off at the top of
Salterhebble hill, the outfit was hastily pushed across the main road into a
side street, to be recovered later and disposed of shortly afterwards.
Continued in September issue.
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An Advert from 1918 just after the end of world war one.
Let us hope that we will be celebrating soon.

